
N.r. it Hentoff 
c/o ()pod Page, the Wasidurton Pest 
1150 15 St., 111 
Washington, DC 21071 

Dear ilr. Hontoff, 

3/14/93 

Justified and powerful as yourcriticism of aoohcGinniss and..5.S is (Pout 3/14/93) 

and as was Jonathan Yardley's before you, I t'dmIc you have both missed an even greater 

scandal - the ugliness of tile commercialisation and asnloitation of the great national 

tragedy of the JFK assassination of which as it has for 30 year the book-publishing 

industry has by and large deceived and misled the people. 

S w S had another bit of worse than trash out for reviews, Bob Callahan's "Ike Shot 

JFK?VThe cover blurb is "A Guide to the Eajor Conspiracy Theories." That is but the 

begin ling of the cheap and nasty lieu in a book that is shot full' oiPkgnorant and careless 
CV 

errors. and if it wore not sould still be wort4 than trail. I've just skimmed it but if you 

went a professorial opinion, Jr. David Wrone, un:Ivere:'..'-y of Wisconsin at Stevens Point 

(bait cei'resu 1510 Blackberry Lane) has gone over it. 

(I 'igrees for :.e.1 illustration of the ignorance and carelessnen that typify this 

not/unusual publisher greed on the subj.et. On page 42, which I just noticed, it has the 

Late Sylvia ileagher as "a ow York City public health administrator" when in fact she was 

a 4110 editor, and in the nrslottboct same sentence s..ys that 4,Abraham Zatiruder's testimony 

did not include his stated. belief t:lat the shots came from behind him.:.." He did so testify. 
o- 

That no-called "cy.er" begins saying that the Warren Deport was "published" September 

24, 1564.! Weonft! It was three days later. from just ski 	I kno of many.many more 
.

1  

t a nob 
serious factual , errors all of which have been public fel a long time. The theories it more 

or ±ess slaps over all are, the oldest and while I believe all the theories presented as 

fact are unproven and mislead and deceive, all the newer one/and those current int-the 

earliest day that were more significant are entally missing. There cannot have been any 

peer review or even the intent of one because the record is that the publishers can get 

away with anything. 

There is a real problem for the qpuntry when on major issues the book publishers, 

among others,opt for safety from official criticism and for greed. Of the0 less than complete 

listing of the coming assassination books in PW dated 4/3, I can fault them all in varying 

degreesknd all, again in varying degrees, wiii perpetuate the ind7otry-eide abdication of 

any gsome 
race of responsibilty and its greed for tke dirtiest hind of money. 

I au astounded at the silence that greeted Kent CarrollYs descris.tion of his coming 

book by one of the nuttiest (certifiable) of the nuts who invent these conspiracy theories. 

Carroll says it will say of the critics other than t4e one who made so much dirty money 

for himthat wo "have foe one reason or anOher, put out a lot of disinformation, furtheriqr 

the conspiracy." MY or/TIM:AS • 



That author, who can have at moat a single peer in "disinformation,? accordint 
own publisher, is char:ing the others as accessories after the fact. That is a ver 
ocrious criminal offense. 

Aside from the fact that Carfoll 6; Graf have to know that their, author is aiet 
the head, how cad all reviewers have not taken note of this incredible accusation v 
cannot be proven, net even in Livingstone's ftctions, of which I had a large file, 
at the least ash questions? Including is t'ere any meaningful recourse for those sc 
and what esponsibility does a publisher have when he has reason to believe the auth 
Lublishos is not rational? 

Those are the two extremes, S CS and C G. In between is 4frightful mishmash 
of reprints and some openly fraudul.:.nt. 

"Erasing the boundary between fact and fiction" on what gets to the guts of r 
tative society, the assassination of a President, is what the publishing industry 1 
had done and is aNceeding its deplorable past with all the tainted money that can ct 
from the awful, utterly irLesponsqlo stuff typified by these S u S commercializatil 

I hope that at long last reviewers and columnists will learn the reclities for 
ves and inform the people. 

13incer-ly, / widaa4/(1 
cc Jonathan Yardley 	 Harold Weisberg 41 

Please e::cuse my typing. It canrit be any better. I'm CO and unwell 



Nat Hentoff 

Simon & 
Schuster & 
McGinniss 

"Some degree of abuse is inseparable 
from the proper use of everything," James 
Madison said as he focused on those who 
wrote with more sulfurous imagination than 
facts about political figures. It is better," he 
added, "to leave a few of [free expression's' 
noxious branches to their luxuriant growth 
than, by pruning them away, to injure the 
vigor of those yielding the proper fruits." 

The First Amendment largely shields Joe 
McGinniss, just as it generally protects the 
richly imaginative writers for the supermar-
ket tabloids, in one of which an excerpt from 
his "The Last Brother. The Rise and Fall of 
Teddy Kennedy" might vividly appear. There 
may be a copyright infringement suit from 
William Manchester, who claims McGinniss 
borrowed extravagantly from his "The Death 
of a President," but a claim of defamation 
from Sen. Kennedy is most unlikely, for it 
would bring more publicity to the book. 

McGinniss's problems, however, have far 
less to do with legal costs than the price of 
greatly diminished credibility. Lawyers talk of 
making a damaged client whole, but McGin-
niss is like Humpty Dumpty after the fall. 

In his attempt to—in his words—"convey 
to the reader what it might have been like to 
be Teddy Kennedy"—McGinniss, without 
interviewing Kennedy, has reached the pin-
nacle of what a veteran writer I knew called 

SWEET LAND 

OF LIBERTY 

the as-if school of non-fiction. "It could have 
happened that way," the old-timer used to 
say scornfully, "so why not write as if it 
indeed happened that way?" 

McGinniss himself, in the "author's note" 
at the end of his book, says coolly that he 
has "written certain scenes and described 
certain events from what I have inferred to 
be (Ted Kennedy's] point of view." And on 
Charlie Rose's Public Broadcasting System 
interview program, McGinniss added: "This 
is a work that tries to perhaps break new 
ground in terms of form." 

For instance, "I have quite consciously 
written portions as from inside his mind." 
But there already is a form in which that it is  

done. It's called fiction. 
The book. however, is being marketed as 

non-fiction: "a detailed, tragic portrait of a 
man .. . trapped in the glorious but hollow 
Kennedy myth, longing—but unable—to es-
cape." The buyers of this hollow portrait will 
take it to be history, for the publisher has 
not warned them otherwise. And if the 
projected NBC miniseries does appear, mil-
lions more—who get their history from 
steamy docudramas—will delightedly be-
lieve that McGinniss did enter into the mind 
and suffering soul of Ted Kennedy. 

So far, the author has not been treated 
kindly by most reviewers and reporters, and 
his defense—on various television programs 
and radio talk shows—is that he is the 
victim of "the Kennedy machine." The re-
bukes and scorn visited upon him, he says 
indignantly, are due to an organized effort 
by The Family to discredit the book and 
thereby preserve the Kennedy myth so it 
can cloak the younger generation of Kenne-
dys going into politics. 

On ABC's "Good Morning, America," 
McGinniss urgently declared: "The Ameri-
can people should not let the Kennedy 
family dictate to them what they should or 
should not read.' According to his conspira-
cy theory, Jonathan Yardley of The Post, 
Michiko Kakutani of the New York Times, 
Larry Martz of Newsweek and many more 
skewerers of McGinniss's book—myself in-
cluded—have somehow been manipulated 
or intimidated by The Family. 

McGinniss, of course, did not publish this 
albatross all by himself. As William Man-
chester told The Post's Howard Kurtz, "I'm 
really more baffled by Simon & Schuster 
than I am by McGinniss. ... Simon & 
Schuster is an established house." 

The firm, however, is now less estab-
lished as a trustworthy house. Why were 
there no public protests—by at least some 
of the editors there—that the Simon & 
Schuster name has been placed on this 
consumer fraud? 

But the author says that "in almost every 
instance, the quotations and other facts that 
form the basis of my interpretations have 
been drawn from published sources that I 
believe to be reliable." 

Why, then, are there no notes—no pin-
ning down of sources by name, date and 
publication? And no index Books of fiction 
have no index. 

Erasing the boundary between fact and 
fantasy, writes Michiko Kakutani, "suggests 
that there is no knowable reality. ... that 
verisimilitude is as good as the real thing." 

That has become the credo of Simon & 
Schuster. 


